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TITLE: AFTER DARK

SCOPE: Encompasses the following aspects- of .night -ope'rations:

1. Psychelagical and physiccal fctr1origfo

9 'ope-ration at night.0

2. Reasons to attack at night.

3. Basic principles of attack at night.

4. Combat example edtifying the three main points listed

above.
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ALFTEh DARK

The Military of all nations for centuri-es have studied lessons of

past wars as one of the criteria for pl&±nni-ng future conflicts. The evol-

uto o cinifc arnatcaand medical phenominae has altered the

techniques and the complexion of waging ware, but the principle of des-w

troying the enemy'Is f ield armies is yet to be refuted. In this paper

After Dark, I will treat one of the methods of destruction that can be

employed to defeat an enemy. This method, night attack, has not been

Vft fully exploited by our army in the past. Now the balance of world man-

power demands it. Consideration of the fol2lowing main points will be the

vehicle to guide over discusion:

1, focusing of the psychological and physical aspects of night

training.

2. reasons for night attack.

3.principles of night attack.

Initially let's focus our attention on these two quotations.

a(1) "The fear of the unknown is elways more pernicious than the fear of

the known."11 (2) "The human eye is one of the most important military -

inrstruments that the armed forces possess.",2  The first, fea-r, is a mental

condition, the second, vision, a physical condition. How can the suc-f

cessful analysis of these two statements effect the outcome of battle?

1. Fsycho logy a nd. The Soldie rs, Norman Copelandp.p 95

2. Psychology for The Figting an, National Research Council, p 104



If the mind and the eye are trained together Will the outcome of- the

battle be altered? Man's actions are dictated by the power of his in-

stincts, being controlled or patterned. The basic instincts of sec-

urity-and herd are often powerful in unusual. circumstances.- The aver-

age American citizen soldier who Lights our wars is a young man depend-

ent on normalcy, for example light. To deny him the condition of light

creates an abnormal condition both mentally and physically. 'When the

unknown surrounds him his actions will reflect the pattered course of

his teaching. Consequently, if we are to pursue diligently and thought-

fully our duty to pattern -the soldiers training to attain maximram suc-

cess in battle, we must teach him to f ight after dark. In a future

conflict we must overcome inferiority in numbers by superiority in the

execution of the battle .

An imposing feature of traini'ng for night operations evolves from

the physical and mental restrictions incumbent _With darkness. An exa--

ination of several psychologibal factors influencing a soldier's actions

at night will assist 'in training procedure that will act as an antidote

to night fear. The citizen soldier has been reared in an environment

that provides Vision at night. AnO electric light remdoves the unknown

from a' dark roomi., the street light-the unknown from a dark street, the

automobile head lights the unknown from a dark highway. Without this

normal light and With the stress of battle night noises, and partially
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ually seeing your fellow soldier. The unpatterned and untrained mind

under these circumstances is vulnerable to attacks as effective as

enemy gun fire. The resulting apprehension, doubt and uncertainty can,

in the extreme, ccause such mental aggitation and excitement', that an

act committed by the individual causes failure of the unit mission.

Outgrowths of mental illusions and fears reflect themselves in accept-

ance of imaginary objects as objects of reality, accompanied by foolish

mistakes and false reports., Such Mistakes and false reports in the

presence of the enemy are dangerously expensive., By progressive and

intelligent training in night work vwe increase mental conditioning and

decrease mental apprehension.

These psychological factors are greatly exaggerated if the individ-

ual is sent out on a patrol outpost'alone. The weak points in a s oldier's

training and makeup are accentuated at night, especially when alone at

night. Normally a single soldier should not be dispatched on a night

patrol or established. as a night outpost.

All psychological factors resulting from night operations, however,

are not unfavorable to military operations. The impetus from the natural

eitement of a night operation often results in a burst of aggressive-

ne'ss and spirit not found. in an individual at other times. This is es-

pecially true of the individual soldier who has been thoroughly briefed

and made to realize hisa,.advantage over an enemy. This advantage can
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reduction of the "Will to resist by an enemy who is suddenl1y attacked

violently. Surprise unbalances the scales of judgment and tips the

equilibium toward Leac-r.

The detailed knowledge of what the soldier is to do is vital to

him in a psychological way. The detailed. knowledge of how to see how

to do 'it is v ita,=l in a physic'al way. 'If the eye cannot be focused with

the mind, the carefully rehe arsed plans of an operation go askew. Night

vision employs a distinctly different set of cells and utilizes -a dif-

ferent section of the retina than that used in day or light vision. A

person may see excellently in the daytime and poorly at night, and

conversely. Furthermore night vision is not a constant, but fluctuates

with the mental and physical, changes reiulting'fromt such physiological and-

psychological mechanicisms as fatigue a-nd fear. Natural aptitude com-

bined with through training can do much in limiting this fluctuation.

Another important factor for small units is the selection of well-trained

personnel with a high degree of dark adapta-tion for special night duties.

Night vision test, ANVTT-I or the standard, test used by the Air Force

Medical Service are excellent and simple guides for selecting individuals

with good night visual acuity. However, all service personnel should be

given night vision training as practice greatly improves the capacity and

the "know-how" of seeing after dark.

No discussion of the subject of night vision would be complete with-

out ~ ~ P meto do h1amnstaie0n atia ppiaio finr-e
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for the future. At present, any predictions would be of a speculative

nature but this author is confident that future developments will prove

highly useful to our operations at night.

To separate the link that exists between the Mind and the eye at

night is impossible. T1he soldier well trained in night operations is

by all oicis. an -improved psychological risk. To separate the link be-

tween successful operations at night and success in battle is 'also im-

possible. The unit or army well trained in night operations is by all

odds an imroved Military risk. The Russian army is exceptionally well

trained and seasoned in night operations. The book, Days and Nights,by

Konstantine Simonov depicts repeatedly the successful u se of small night
attacks to restore battle positions durin' hesIgeo taigad. The

lack of statements indicating abnormalcy is indictive of' the consistency

of the use of night attacks in the Russian arnry. Not only is the small

infantry night attack utilized b t large scale combined arms assaults

at night are made. As a matter of fact, the large scale counter off en-

sive that dislodged the Germans from Stalingrad and ultimately all of

Russia started several hours prior to dawn. General George S. Patton, Jr.

in War As I Knew It says, "Soldijers must be taught to move and fight at

night. This is becoming more and more imperative, and it does not mean

to make an approach march at ni*ght. It means to conduct lethal operations

in the dark."l N-ith the liklihood that the American forces of the next



*war will be inferior in manpower, this reflection of General Patton's

dema-nds more extensive development in training procedures and the cat-

holisical adoption of-night attack by all ground arms. The mctrgin of

difference between success and failure at night is often immeasurably

small. The difference lies in the training of the soldier, and his

leader in bringing about the focusing of the mind and the eye at night,

coupled with application of sound tactical principles. This generality

is stated to constantly emphasize-the necessary coalition between the

psychological and the physical, prior to the listing of several recoin-

me nd aions.

Recommendations to improve training for night operations:

A. Testin

1. Selection of personnel by teW4t

a. Standard Air Force tests, ANVTT-l, others in process

of development.

b. Outdoor tests.

B. Traing

1. Traing is establishment of dark adaption.
a.Avoi light or bright flash 30-4.5minutes pirt

night operation.

2. Training in preservation of dark a-Ldaption.

3. Techniques in observing at night.
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c. Know that closing of one eye prevents loss of night'

vision in that eye if exposed to light.

C. Application Training

I. Practice in field of contrast and silhouette study of

objects.

2. Practice in field of identification by motion.

3. Practice in field of association of objects by sound and

partial visibility.

4.Further development of instruments and aids for night work

and adequate training for troops in their use.

5.Training and practice in techniques of night silence,

night dress, night walking, night movements and formations.

D. Psychological Conditioning

I.- Psychologically conditioning personnel by constant train-

ing and discipline in night work, and by the acceptance of

night operations as an expected method of accomplishing

unit missons.

With these psychological and physical considerations that are the

inherent characteristics necessary to correlate the focusing of the

mind and the eyes, as a background, an, understanding of the principles

envolved in tactical application is in order. What are the reasons

for attacking at night?

I.MTo completeor eploianscces
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3. To avoid heavy losses which would be incurred by daylight

attacks over open terrain.

4. To attract enemy reserves.

Major General William-H. H.1 'Morris, Jr. had the following com-

ment to make regarding night attac ks after a visit to the Mediterrean

Theater in S0eptember,' 1943: "The outstanding advantages gained from

such tactics (night attacks) are

1. Exerts continuous pressure on the enemy.

2. Prevents enemy from laying extensive mine fi"elds-in retreat.

3. Enemy evacuates his position much more readily at night than

he does during the day, which greatly reduces our casualities..,

4. Lends continuity to the 'attack.

The Gem'ians intensely dislike these night operations. It is most

important that out troops receive extensive training -for them."
1

As the war progressed other observers and. reports verified these

commients. The following report from the 33rd Division, dated 24 July

1945 adds credence to our doctrin e: "In several instances we have

found it practicable and relatively simple to occupy key terrain

features at night with small groups, this permitting the remainder

of the crorce to follow during daylight hours covered by the fires of

the first group. Such limited attacks at night have paid tremendous

dividends.tt
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Again I would like to reiterate that the next war is likely to find.

the allied forces fighting with a numyerical disadvantage. Our most

likely enemy has a far greater man power pool than we. It behooves us

to reweigh the reasons for night attack in light of this conditio*n

to estimate anew the frequency of its tact-ical necessity.

Assumi'ng a commander has arrived at the decision that a night

attack can best accomplish the assigned task, w,#hat are the basic prin-

ciples established in our Army governing its execution?

A. Simplicity of plan

1. Lack of-maneuver or changes in direction

2. Close and simple formations

3.,Limite'd'obJ ec t.ive

B. Careful preparation

1. Detailed daylight reconnaissance

2. Thorough information to troops of enemay, ground, and plan

3. Methods to maintain direction

4. Clearly distinguishable boundaries and objedtive.

5. Clear instructions of what to do on objective.

6. Designated meaning of pyrotochnic signal .s.

C." Secrecy

le Precise and detailed instructions for maintenance of

secrecy prescribed and constantly supervised.
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etc.

2. Detailed directional aids as compass bearing, firing

tracers, colored lights, infra-red beams.

3. Definite instructions on opening fire.

E. Surprise

1. Most essential feature of night attack

2. By stealth or shock action

3. Use of patrol Preceding main body

4. Avoid giving indication to enemy.

Major General A. C. Gillm, Jr. wrote the following regarding night

attack:'

General Patton emphasized the following additional points re-

ference night attacks in general.

1. Night attacks to be simple in plan with detailed methods of

timing.

2. Platoon, Company and Battatalon Comm-anders to control their

units by use of different colored flashlights.

3.The use of trace ammunition to indicate flanks and direction

line., Again General Patton expressed himself on this subject in hisS

book lar As I Knew It. "To do this, (attack at night) previous and'

very accurate daylight reco-nnaisance is desirable and limited objective

attcksareessntil. n addition to the usual reser'e following such

atacs re16eOservrReotbyMjraeerlAlC ilwMr
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an attack, a second reserve should be at hand to move up after day-

light in case the enemy counter-attacks.',X

To further edify these pri nciples of the night attack, I would

like to use as an example the attack of elements of the 20th Armored

Infantry. Battalion (Reinforced) of the 10th Armored Division on the

night 29-30 November 1944 on the western border of -Germany.

General SituationNovember had been a month of mud,, rain and

sleet. The 10th Armored Division part of General Patton's XX corps,

had taken part in it's first major operation, the attack on Metz.

All, along the line the main German forces had taken refuge behind the.

Siegfrid Line.

Special Situation-The 20th Armored Infantry Battali-on, Reinforced,

part of COB, 10th Armored Division in late N ovember was- attacking east

to reach the !Saar River in the vicinity of Merzig. The security out-

post line of the Seigfrid had just been reached.' In the zone of the

20th Armored Infantry Battalion (reinf) the terrain was wooded and

hilly; manueverability reduced greatly-by the mud and enemy vehicular

obstactles. Steinhomibuger Hill was tenaciously held by the %n'nan$

out~posts, and was the key terrain feature between the 20th A.I._B.(Reinf.,)

and the Saar River. The owner of this owned the approzaches to the

Saar River.

The 20th A.I.B. (Reinf.) was given the mission of capturing

-U-
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The Battalion commander decided on a night attack for the fol-

lowing reasons:

1.. To avoid heavy losses which would be incurred in attacking

during daylight.

2. To seize key terrain for further operations.

To evolve the plan of attack and the execution of this plan we

may well take our Army's basic principles and step-by-step follow the

operation to its successful conclusion.

ACarefulPreparation:

1. A -daylight observation-popt was established in the up-

stairs floor of Vorl Zollant, a large rural dwelling a few hundred,

yards from our front lines. Having ample time, night combat patrols

went to Hulbringer W-1ald and into the edge of Silwingen.

2. The company commander with platoon and squad leaders

made detailed Visual reconnaissance of the zone of advance. Another

important reconnaissance made was that of the Battalion Commander and

52 and 33. To plan a night attack against an enemy position a staff

officer on Battalion level must see the ground. Reliance on map re-

connaissance is stupid.

3. The 20th A.I.B. (Reinf.) issued a written overlay oper-,

ations order for this attack and in conference, Battalion commandPl~

e-ffiaeer went over eve'ry detail with the company commtanders and his

plton1ladrs. AAopyoftheodrwsgvntotedrc-upr



COB Ejq. The issuance of an-,operation order is very unusual on.Bat-

talioa,lev61lr, but time permitting, it is a good policy -for a night

attack'of -an enemy in position defense.

4.The following details were carefully- planned and reviewed:

a. Assembly position-4astiern edge of tow'n of 4ldie s e

(see map H#i1)

b4. Line of Dti arture- front lines of the Battalion on

the Eastern edge of tieser Wald, (see map # 1)

c. Objective-Steinhomburger Hill (both sides of the

East-West Road)

d. Formation- The formation was in four echelons. (see

map iI

J-0 A combat patrol Qf six men to precede column

by ten minutes.

2. A point

3. The company in a column of two's until reaching

position selected to begin the assault. -(see map

it 1

4.Support tanks to move up one hour before dawn.

(see # B)

e. Route- The route of advance was selected to avoid pass-

age near knownenemy patrol routes and, passage through the
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of the route of advance was changed. This is not de-

sirab'le but is preferrable to going. thriough -woods that

are outposted.

E. Identification- Each soldier w.as g,.iven an engineer lum-

inous button that he wore on his back, in addition -to a

white -mark on t.he back of his helmet.

g. Organization of the position- The company commander de-

Isignated platoon po-ritions and the -platoon leaders squad

positions by drawing sketches. The exact Position of each

foxhole, of' course, cannot be selected but, it 'is important

to have the soldier know the relative position of his

squad and the promenienlt terrain features of- the area.

Knowledge of whether or nob he-'s a flank squad or an

interior squad assists, materially in control. If heavy

ca^sualities cause revision after seizing the objective,

the soldier must be informed of his new squad location.

h. -Infonniation to all- Every soldier in the friendly front

lines was thoroughly briefed by his platoon leader and

his squad leader. Platoon leaders should have squad lead-

ers repeat the instructions to him to assure understanding.

B.- Simpl-icity of Plans.

1. Change of direction- After reaching the intended assault
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best time and position to enter the, Hibringer Wald. Due to

the difficulty in control and the necessity for maxiurn fire-

power &t the very start of the assault, the woods were not

entered until after the assault started, and then A the point

closest to the enemy. This proved a very wise decision.

2. Formation- The company was in column of two'Is until reaching

assault 'position- where platoons camne abreast.

3.0 Artillery Support- Artillery support was carefully studied

with the artillery B...attalion commander. Numbered concentrat-

ions were made and. dessiminated to the attacking company,. Two

forward observers w ith radio'Is accompanied the attacking com-

pany. Three points of interest here:

a. Likely avenues of enemy retreat should be selected so as

to pound him after fires are lifted for the assault.

b. Likely avenues-of enemy counterattack should be selected

so as to intercept his intentions.

c. Remember that fAorward observers can use little if any

light to check maps with concentration numbers. Have:.

several key points designated so the Forward Observers

who can't see their maps can adjust fire froit these key

points. The 20th A.I2B11. did this successfully.

C. Control and Cohesion

,It CommuniAtin
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company commander didn't use his radio until rifle

fire could be heard while he was transmitting.

b. The Battalion wire team followed the tail of the col-

uamn, laying wire as theyvent. Remember here that.

when laying wire in annore..d units keep off the roads

and Thoulders. Tank tracks chew wire unmercifully

and tank antennae break overhead lines. Two good

points that this battalion did:

1. Patrolled line to prevent cutting and interception

by the enemy.

2. Communications sergeant in charge of wire team

was carefully briefed on entire plan.

2. Deliniation fires- The company commander set up a machine

gun on the right flank and fired '"bot{dary line" with tracers'

after the assault started. This served two purposes:

a. Kept soldiers oriented. as to direction of assault.

b. Line of fire was placed on a likely enemy avenue of

withdrawal.

3.Pyrotehnics- No control flares were used. in this oper--

ation but they are often very useful for control measures.

4. General comments on control:

a, Selection of a leader with a high degree of leader-

-*16=m.



b. Allowed 20-30 minutes in assembly area in complete

darkness before beginning march to pennmit darkness

adaption.

c.* Strict orders not to-fire until-the order was given

bthe compahny commander. This order must be thor-

oughly understood and adhered to.

5. Secrecy and Surprise

a. The artillery did not suddenly increase its fires

on the area to be attacked. However, a gradual i"n-

crease of harassing fires for 24 hours prior to the

att'ack permitted a good volume of fire on the enemy

during the march from Walclwiese to the assault pos-

ition.

b. Each soldier was carefully checked to insure an

absence of equipment that would rattle and divulge

intentions prematurely.

c. Tanks (9) were not used in the assault' but were

led forward. into firing Positions one hour before

daylight to support the company in the expected,

daylight counter-attack. Tanks were placed in hull

defilaide.



by the comparative losses:

20th Armd Inf. En. (Reinf) Germans

Personnel losses Personnel losses

1 P44 Slightly wounded KIA- a $pproximately§35

Material losses Captured- 1 officer&

none2 V

Materiel losses

5 howitzer (approx. 75mrm)

3 ATguns~towed"

1 S8xnm gun, towed

70 ri~fles or small armis

1 Mark V tank

2 Artillery1 horses

In summary of this operation the following comment by the very

capable company commiander is worthyof note, "Even writh careful and de-t

tail plans attacking at night is tricky because the men are unpredict-

able. It would take a lot of practice to get rid of that."'1

In essence this statement sumarizes thts entire Paper. To operate

after dark we must train, develop, and study until the focusing of the

mind and eye can be accomplished. Inexorbly we must attack at night,'

not only wvith small'infantry units, but with full scaled combined arms

teams. Tanks, infantry,-and artillery teems that will create surprise
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and consternation 'by shock action are going,, to be dem-anded.

Wie must accept this herculean challenge if we are to sensibly

utilize our manpower in the next war. The time for acceptance is now.

I
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